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Total stresses equal (35) plus (36).
At the edge of the hole, r a, which gives
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The tangential stress,~ , may be seen to be a maximum when g =- IT
cr -e
or 3{ ,which gives as '::. 35. This stress occurs on a line through
the center of the hole perpendicular to the direction of the stress s.
This line is an axis of symmetry, which makes 1;;..,:. 0 and ay and ~
principal stresses. The general equations for stress along this line
are
It should also be noted that when e = 0 or 11, ~ '=- - ~ , which
indicates a compressive stress at right angles to the ,direction of
the original stress and equal to it in magnitude. If the initial stress
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were compressive, this stress would be tensile. The general equations
for the stresses on the line ~ ~ 0 or - are:
(40)
(41)
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Normal componets of stress parallel to X-, y-, and
z-axes.
Radial, tangential, and vertical normal stresses in
cylindrical coordina~es.
Shearing stress.
Shearing stress componets in cylindrical coordinates.
Stress functions.
Constants.
Inside radius of a hollow cylinder.
Outside radius of a hollow cylinder.
External pressure on a hollow cylinder.
Internal pressure in a hollow cylinder.
Uniform stress perpendicular to the axis of the hole.
Initial uniform stress perpendicular to the axis of
the hole.
Stresses for the case of plane stress.
Unit elongations in rectangular components.
Components of displacements.
Weight of overburden per foot of depth.
Pounds per square inch.
'Poisson's ratio.
, . 1.•
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